Graphics processing units (GPUs) have been commonly utilized to accelerate multiple emerging applications, such as big data processing and machine learning. While GPUs are proven to be effective, approximate computing, to trade off performance with accuracy, is one of the most common solutions for further performance improvement. Precision scaling of originally high-precision values into lower-precision values has recently been the most widely used GPUside approximation technique, including hardware-level halfprecision support. Although several approaches to find optimal mixed-precision configuration of GPU-side kernels have been introduced, total program performance gain is often low because total execution time is the combination of data transfer, type conversion, and kernel execution. As a result, kernel-level scaling may incur high type-conversion overhead of the kernel input/output data.
Introduction
Massively data-parallel architectures such as graphic processing units (GPUs), have become the most prominent accelerators to efficiently support many emerging applications such as social network service (SNS) analysis, machine learning (ML), and image processing. To provide high data processing throughput within allowable power consumption, GPUs utilize a massive number of execution units concurrently using a single instruction, multiple thread (SIMT) programming models such as CUDA [21] and OpenCL [12] . However, GPU scaling by improving each core performance and increasing the number of cores [22, 24, 25] cannot meet the increasing performance demands of the applications [5] .
To achieve further performance improvement, approximate computing, which is trading-off target output quality (TOQ) for performance, has been widely adopted because the emerging applications often do not require perfect accuracy and increased performance with tolerable accuracy loss [18] is preferred. For example, many ML applications decide to improve the system performance by applying various approximation techniques [6, 8, 19, 40, 41] . In generalpurpose GPUs (GPGPUs), various techniques [2, 11, 16, 35, 36] have been proposed to approximate target programs based on pre-defined code patterns.
Among these various techniques, precision scaling, which tunes the floating-point precision of target programs, is a well-known, powerful, and simple approximation technique. Recent GPUs have supported half-precision arithmetic operations with half-precision variables [22, 24, 25] , and thus precision scaling has become more promising. However, few GPU-based precision scaling frameworks [13] have been introduced, whereas precision scaling is one of the most widely used approximation techniques in CPU-based programming [14, 30, 33, [37] [38] [39] . This is because GPGPU kernel codes are known to have simple code structures and contain only small number of floating-point variables compared to legacy codes. As a result, a simple exploration approach to maximize the number of variables with low precision has been thought to be enough for fair performance gain.
However, precision scaling of GPGPU programs is not such a simple mission in reality but rather a highly challenging problem owing to the following problems:
[1. Whole Program-level Consideration] GPGPU programs are not always dominated by simple kernel codes. Typical GPGPU programs consist of host programs on CPUs and kernel programs on GPUs. The main part of host programs is data transfer between the host and the device memory, and the total execution time of data transfer is often much larger than that of kernel execution for data-intensive applications, whereas kernel execution time is still dominant for computation-intensive applications. Therefore, a kernel-level approach is not effective enough when executing data-intensive applications. The total performance can be further improved if the input data of target kernels are translated to a lower precision before data transfer from the host and the kernel executes without type conversion overhead. Thus, an improved approach that considers whole program-wide scaling beyond simple kernel-level precision scaling techniques is necessary to maximize the effectiveness.
The critical challenge with the whole program consideration is how to find the best precision configuration among a massive number of possible configurations because programwide precision scaling offers additional type-converting methods outside kernels. For example, when a kernel decides to change an input double-precision data array to a halfprecision data array, the data can be converted using one of three options: host-side scaling (before Host-to-Device (HtoD) data transfer), device-side scaling (between HtoD and kernel execution), and in-kernel scaling. Figure 1 shows an example precision scaling scenario for an OpenCL program to update a double-precision data array (C) from two input double-precision data arrays (A, B). In this program, kernel execution is assumed to show maximum performance when the (A, B, C) array data are processed with (half, single, single) precision, respectively. For the situation, input A and B array type can be translated using host-side and device-side scaling, and the output C array type can be translated into double precision using host-side scaling for maximum performance. Therefore, program-level precision scaling should further consider "translation method" in addition to the "target precision" of each variable, and the increased search space makes manual configuration exploration almost impossible. Figure 1 . An example precision scaling scenario of an OpenCL program on a target CPU/GPU server system.
[2.Unpredictable Scaling Effectiveness] Precision scaling typically tries to maximize the number of precision-lowering opportunities while avoiding TOQ errors because it assumes that a lower-precision operation generally results in better performance. However, the configuration with maximum precision-lowering opportunities does not always show the best performance when considering whole program procedures due to various target system characteristics such as GPU-specific compute capability [22, 24, 25] , data transfer bandwidth, and type-conversion overhead. For instance, a single-precision-based operation may be better than halfprecision on some target GPUs [25] , even when all the configurations can meet TOQ requirements, and the best scaling methods may be different depending on target array sizes. Owing to the unpredictability, an efficient precision scaling framework on GPGPU programs is necessary.
[3.Half-precision Support on GPUs] The last issue is the half-precision support on GPGPU programming. This newly introduced feature makes two aforementioned issues more serious because it significantly increases both the number of possible scaling configurations and performance unpredictability depending on system configuration including different GPU/CPU generations.
To address these difficulties, we first introduce a System Inspector, which is an application-independent one-time process that extensively analyzes the target system information relative to precision scaling. First, it finds all the static system information such as double-/single-/half-precision operation availability and the latency data of target GPUs, the GPU global memory sizes, and the number of CPU cores. Then, it gathers dynamic system information such as average data transfer bandwidth between the host and device memory, host-scaling and device-scaling performances for various type-conversion and array-size combinations, by executing several pre-defined test programs. As the static/dynamic system information is independent of the application characteristics, the system inspector is executed once. The resulting information can be used to minimize the optimal configuration searching space by efficiently excluding massive possible configurations that show low performance. The information is further valuable as it can provide several critical hints to the optimizer. For example, it can force the optimizer check a hybrid option where a kernel uses a data with single precision but the data transfers are performed in half precision, in case that it is expected to show better performance even though type conversion occurs twice. This paper proposes a PreScaler, which is an automatic precision scaling framework that maximizes program performance by considering whole data-parallel program procedures using a light-weight decision-tree-based precision tuning process (Decision Maker). PreScaler first collects system-and application-specific information using the system inspector and dynamic profiling. Based on the information, PreScaler tries to find a whole program-wide best mixedprecision configuration of memory objects, including both kernel execution and data transfer between host and device memories. To do this, PreScaler first minimizes the search space by pruning low-performance features. Then, it constructs a simplified decision tree where each node is used to test performance when changing the precision of a target memory object, and the order of test objects is sorted by their effective execution time. Finally, PreScaler finds the best mixed-precision configuration by setting the target precisions and translation methods of all target memory objects iteratively. Moreover, to avoid finding local optimum configuration and achieve further performance gain, PreScaler performs a pre-full-precision scaling to set an initial type configuration of a decision-tree-based search, and adds a supplemental test configuration referred to as the Wildcards for each decision-making process. The wildcard test configurations are carefully added based on target system information in order to not increase complexity. When PreScaler finds the best configuration, it automatically generates a precision-scaled program using an LLVM compilation framework [1, 15] . This paper offers the following contributions:
• An in-depth analysis of critical challenges on the precision scaling of OpenCL programs due to system-and application-specific factors. • PreScaler: an automatic precision-scaling framework considering both data transfer and kernel execution. Figure 2 . A GPU execution model overview 2 Background 2.1 Data Parallelism on Heterogeneous Systems Figure 2 illustrates the execution of an example OpenCL program on a target GPU. Each GPU has multiple Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs) each of which is composed of a cluster of multiple computation cores. Each SM concurrently processes a large number of threads using SIMT programming model. Multiple threads are grouped into several thread blocks and are allocated to available SMs. Thread blocks are divided into multiple warps, each of which is a group of 32 threads, and instructions on each warp are executed in lockstep. When a current warp stalls, the warp scheduler replaces it with another warp using fast context switching to hide latency.
In general, OpenCL program performs three steps during execution. First, the program allocates device memory and transfers input data from the host to the device. After all input data have been transferred, the program launches kernels on the device to process the input data. When kernel execution is completed, the program transfers the output data back from the device to the host. These steps are performed by calling OpenCL APIs in the host program.
Type-conversion Methods on OpenCL Memory Objects
Precision scaling is usually performed at the level of a variable [7, 33, 38] . When a variable must be scaled to a different precision, its input data should be remapped to the new variable type, which is typically done using typecasting instructions just before a mismatch with considerable overhead [20, 33] . When data are identified for use in a different type later in program, type conversion can be performed more efficiently before an actual request. In OpenCL, memory objects are allocated on GPU memory and the data are transferred from the CPU memory before kernel execution, and therefore, the type differences can be easily identified. Consequently, various efficient type conversion methods with data transfer can be considered. Figure 3 illustrates various techniques to convert data between CPU and GPU memories. The simplest technique is a single-loop type conversion on the host (Fig 3 (a) ). On decent CPUs containing multiple cores, this can be accelerated via multithreading (Fig 3 (b) ). A similar approach, parallelized type conversion can be performed on GPU side (Fig 3  (c) ). Here, the lower overhead of host-side type conversion significantly reduces the size of transferred data and can improve total performance. Armed with this insight, an intermediate type can be introduced to maximize the transfer gain (Fig 3 (d) ), called as "transient conversion". Despite this performance gain, transient conversion can incur more errors than direct conversion when an intermediate type has a lower precision than both source and destination types. Finally, data transfer and computation on the host can be further accelerated by overlapping type conversion and transfer as shown in Figure 3 (e) (pipelining).
When memory objects are scaled using the conversion methods shown in Figure 3 , several parameters should be considered. First, host-side conversion performance can be improved by utilizing SIMD units. As well, when using multithreading, the number of threads is one of the most important factors impacting performance. Further, due to the launching latency of OpenCL APIs [17] , too small atom transfer size can cause severe performance degradation in pipelining. Therefore, the optimal conversion methods varies depending on data sizes, conversion types, and system configurations, as discussed in Section 3. Figure 3 . Various type conversion methods and their parameters for an array data transfer from host to device. (a) host-side conversion using a single loop, (b) host-side conversion using a multithreading scheme, (c) device-side conversion, (d) transient conversion, and (e) pipelining of conversion and transfer processes.
Motivation
Most precision scaling techniques on GPUs have mainly focused on improving kernel performance with tolerable accuracy loss. In this section, data-parallel programs are shown to require more than simple kernel execution, and the difficulties of whole program-level precision scaling due to increased search space and performance unpredictability are discussed. Experimental data for this section is generated by executing several GPGPU benchmarks on an NVIDIA Titan XP GPU [25] as explained in Tables 4 and 3 . Figure 4 shows the relative fraction of kernel execution and data transfer between memories. When extending precision scaling from the kernel-level to the whole programlevel, performance can be greatly improved in two ways. First, if type-casting can be efficiently performed before kernel execution, the total performance gain of precision scaling for computation-intensive applications can be maximized by minimizing in-kernel casting overheads. Second, hostside scaling can greatly enhance the performance of dataintensive applications by minimizing data transfer durations.
Increased Opportunities on Whole Program Consideration
Extending precision scaling to the whole program-level significantly increases the total number of possible precision configurations of memory objects because type-conversion method also should be additionally considered to target precision. In kernel-level precision scaling, the total number of possible type-conversion scenarios of a typical GPGPU program is (1 + # Con _T pes ) N , where # Con _T pes and N represent the number of possible precision changes and the number of variables, respectively. In Figure 1 , # Con _T pes is 2 because two possible type changes (double -> single and double -> half) for input variables are allowed. Therefore, the total number of possible configurations for this example is 27 (= (1 + 2) 3 ), with three input/output variables.
However, when type conversion can be performed in various ways before or after kernel execution, the number of test cases increases because the relation changes to (1 + # Con _Methods × # Con _T pes ) N , where # Con _Methods refers the number of type conversion methods. Therefore, if a target system offers multiple type-conversion techniques, such as CPU/GPU-side type-conversion with varying thread numbers or pipelining with multiple stages, the number of possible configurations increases significantly even with small number of variables. In Figure 1 , when the system provides five scaling techniques as we discussed in Section 2.2, total 1,331 (= (1 + 5 × 2) 3 ) possible cases exist. This number can be further increased with considering the parameters of each scaling techniques. Therefore, search space minimization, by efficiently excluding suboptimally performing candidates, becomes a critical challenge.
Performance Unpredictability
Finding the best performance candidate configurations on program-level precision scaling is not easy, as it highly depends on various system-and application-specific features. In this section, several salient features are described that make the prediction of scaling performance difficult.
Half Precision Support Capability Variance
The central objective of traditional precision scaling is to use the lowest precision with a tolerable error rate [7, 14, 33, 37, 38] . This is based on the key assumption that the latencies of lower-precision operations are smaller than those of higher-precision operations. While this assumption is generally true, relatively high type-casting overheads often prevent scaling to lower precision when the expected performance improvement is insufficient. As the performance differences between precisions vary significantly depending on target GPUs, a simple policy to choose the lowest precision operation may not find the best configuration. Table 1 shows the throughput of FP16/FP32/FP64 operations on multiple CUDA compute capabilities from version 3.0 to 7.x, where "compute capability" identifies the hardware features of a specific NVIDIA GPU. The performance improvements when using FP32 over FP64 varies from 2 (7.x) to 24 (3.0), and therefore, while using FP32 is always faster than FP64, careful consideration is still required to lower the precision when the scaling effectiveness is small. Furthermore, the FP16 performance is even lower than that of FP32 and FP64 on GPUs with compute capability 6.1. Thus, in this architecture, FP16 should not be utilized, which is counter to the general assumption. 
Variance in Best Type-conversion Method
Application specific feature also plays a critical role in performance unpredictability. As discussed in Section 2.2, precision scaling during data transfer can improve performance and various options can exist. An interesting question is which scaling technique can maximize performance when multiple options exist. For this question, the best technique can be chosen based on the size of the input arrays of the target program, because each technique performs differently with varying array sizes. Figure 5 illustrates the performance changes for different input sizes when using multiple scaling techniques. The x-axis denotes the array size and the y-axis is the relative data-transfer and type-casting durations of the given techniques normalized to single loop execution time. As shown, different techniques offer optimal performance depending on the target array size. Therefore, the choice of the best type-conversion should be carefully considered with the target application. Note that transient scaling should be carefully applied because it can cause additional error.
Best
Loop Device Figure 5 . Total execution times of (data transfer (HtoD), scaling (Double -> Single)) processes on various scaling methods with varying data sizes. The best method per data size is also shown (except transient conversion).
TOQ Variance at Different Input Data Ranges
Although half precision operations have been widely adopted, they often incur TOQ failure due to the limited range. Thus, half precision should not be used in these cases, but it also cannot be easily predicted because the errors occur based on the target application characteristics such as input data range, which cannot be easily predicted. Figure 6 shows the output qualities for benchmarks of different input data sets when all floating operations were converted to half precision (target TOQ: 0.9): default [31] , image [34] (0.0-256.0), and random (0.0-1.0). Clearly, the errors are hardly predictable before execution. Figure 6 . Output quality for each input set when all the memory objects are set to half precision.
High Level Insights
In this section, the primary difficulties of scaling the precision of data-parallel programs were described. Kernel-level scaling cannot address all the data-parallel applications because it is mainly effective for computation-intensive programs. Using program-level scaling complicates the situation because it increases the number of possible configurations. Finally, optimal scaling configurations cannot be easily predicted because it depends on system and application characteristics. Therefore, a main objective is to precisely find minimal number of best-performance candidate configurations to test performance and accuracy. 4 PreScaler Framework
Framework Overview
In this section, the PreScaler compilation framework is described that automatically generates an optimally precisionscaled OpenCL program by considering whole-programlevel kernel and data transfer flows. As shown in Figure 7 , PreScaler consists of three main processes: a system inspector, an application profiler, and a decision maker. The system inspector collects all available static and dynamic information for precision scaling on target heterogeneous systems. When a specific target application is identified, application profiler performs dynamic profiling to gather applicationspecific information, and detects memory objects with floating point elements targeted for precision scaling. The decision maker first performs a full precision scaling by testing basic scaling configurations. It then constructs a decision tree based on the priority of all memory objects, which is simplified through a suboptimal configuration pruning approach using system and application information. Based on the decision tree, decision maker sequentially determines the best target precision and type conversion method for each memory object by testing the performance and accuracy of the least number of cases. Finally, PreScaler generates the execution binary of the target program with the optimal scaling configuration.
System Inspector
As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the choice of an optimal type conversion method depends on various system features such as data size, data transfer direction, and conversion type. In this situation, checking all methods whenever a new application is introduced is not recommended due to its too large search space. Therefore, the system inspector extensively examines the application-independent system characteristics related to type conversion, which may be helpful in predicting the optimal scaling method. As this process is not related to any application, one-time system inspection is performed when a target system is fixed.
The system inspector first collects the static characteristics of the target system: number of host CPU cores, number of GPU devices and their detailed architecture versions, and PCI-Express interface information. Based on this, it then collects dynamic information related to type-casting by performing a pre-defined in-depth test. It tests the throughput performance on a real system of multiple {type-conversion then transfer} methods across multiple data sizes and records the results to the inspector result database. A substantial number of type-conversion methods can be tested depending on various options such source/destination precision type, different degrees of single-loop/multi-threading, pipelining, and host/device-side options, as shown in Section 2.2.
Application Profiler
The application profiler collects three types of application information: kernel, memory object, and event information. Kernel information comes from the device and includes a kernel name and argument types. Memory object information is about memory objects, which are allocated by OpenCL programs. It includes the allocated data size, the original data type, and the number of elements. The original data type and number of elements of a memory object can be inferred by checking the mapping between the memory object and the corresponding kernel argument. The profiler also collects information related to kernel execution (execution time and argument mapping) and data transfer(target memory object, effective transfer size, and offset information). The application profiler is executed automatically through a light-weight application profiler library when a new application is launched.
Decision Maker
When system and application information is ready, PreScaler searches for the optimal scaling configuration by testing a minimum number of candidate configurations. The total number of possible configurations can be roughly calculated as shown in Equation , refer to the set of memory objects, the number of possible precision changes, conversion methods, and data transfer events, respectively. The number can be more increased when further considering parameters of conversion methods.
To minimize complexity, PreScaler adopts a search based on decision trees (via the decision maker) with a minimal number of program execution trials. It first sorts all memory objects in descending order of execution time, where the execution time of each memory object is defined as the sum of the execution times of related events. Then, possible target precision types and the scaling methods of each memory object are searched one-by-one to find the best configuration of the object per the minimum execution time. This process is performed by constructing a simple decision tree where each node corresponds to a memory object and edges are configurations with varying features related only to the input node memory object. Based on construction of the decision tree, the number of test configurations when using this scheme is reduced as shown in Equation 2. Figure 8 . An optimal target scaling type and conversion method search process for a memory object: (a) a normal search and (b) a wildcard test.
The decision maker further reduces the number of execution trials by predicting the best conversion method and its parameters for given target scaling type from the information resulting of the system inspector. As discussed, the optimal conversion method can be system-dependent when the target scaling type and the size of the memory object are fixed. Based on this, the decision maker predicts the optimal conversion methods for all of the scaling points of a memory object with a specific target scaling type by relying on the system inspector information. The resulting decision tree is thus simpler as each node is only connected to only a small number of edges, which are the target scaling types. Therefore, the total number of scaling configurations to be tested by execution decreases significantly as shown in Equation 3. Figure 8 and Algorithm 1 illustrate how the decision maker obtains the optimal target scaling type and conversion method for a memory object. As shown in Figure 8 , the process consists of two steps, a normal search (lines 1-13) and a wildcard test (lines 14-32). In the normal search, decision maker tries all of the types available for each memory object in descending order of precision (lines 2-13). In each trial, PreScaler determines the optimal conversion method for each event by calling a etBestScalin Method () function to access the system inspector information database without actual execution (lines 5-7). (In the normal search, transient conversion is not allowed, and only direct type conversion is considered to minimize complexity.) The decision maker then checks the output accuracy and total execution time including kernel execution by performing actual target application execution (line 8). It does not continue to search for lower precisions if output accuracy of a tried precision does not meet the TOQ (line 10), i.e., type D is not tried due to the accuracy failure for the higher precision type C (Figure 8 (a) ). After finding the best scaling configuration by the normal search, an additionalW ildCard test is performed to find a candidate configuration offering the best performance when also considering an use of the transient conversion with an intermediate type between original and target types (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Note that an actual application execution trial is not required because kernel execution durations for possible target types were already obtained from the normal search.
Algorithm 2 describes how the decision maker obtains the optimal conversion method for a specific target scaling type. Transient conversion, which performs conversions twice on both host and device using an intermediate type, can be considered, but this is checked only during wildcard test due to the high complexity. This is controlled by setting the intermediate type same to the target or original type in the normal search (Alg 1, line 6), and marking all the reasonable types as intermediate type in wildcard test (Alg 1, line 18). Though the actual execution trial is not required to find the best wildcard configuration because kernel execution time have already been measured in the normal search step, an additional execution trial for the chosen wildcard configuration is needed because new accuracy failures may occur when data are transferred using an intermediate type, as shown in Figure 8 (b) type C. (Alg 1, lines 24-28) . The decision maker finally selects the best wildcard configuration as the optimal scaling configuration for a current memory object, when it expects better performance and does not incur accuracy failure. Otherwise, it selects the best configuration obtained through the normal search process. By determining the program-level mixed-precision configuration of all the memory objects through the decision tree, PreScaler can achieve high performance gain.
Algorithm 2 Optimal Conversion Method Search

Initial Type Setting via Full-Precision Scaling
By using a decision tree based search, PreScaler can search for the optimal scaling configuration with minimum execution trials. However, PreScaler considers only one memory object per test, and may converge to a configuration that is the local minimum. To reduce this possibility, it first performs a pre-full-precision scaling, which finding the best configuration when all memory objects are of the same type, and then sets the resulting types to the initial types of the decision tree based search.
Implementation
To automate dynamic profiling and precision scaling without changing of original application codes, PreScaler is implemented using link-time interposition [4] . PreScaler wraps the original OpenCL APIs into a customized version and links the library to the application properly. Table 2 lists the OpenCL API calls modified by the PreScalar framework.
Experiment
Experimental Setup
Implementation The PreScaler framework consists of a system inspector and a PreScaler executable binary with custom runtime libraries. The system inspector is a single process to be executed once for a target system to construct a system information matrix. PreScaler receives a target OpenCL source code and a system information matrix as inputs, and performs program-level precision scaling of the target application based on the information collected by system inspection and application profiling. When the best scaling configuration is found, PreScaler generates an executable binary of the target OpenCL program. PreScaler is implemented on an LLVM [15] compiler infrastructure. The host code is compiled using Clang [1] 6.0 with O3 option, and the precision scaling of kernel code is performed on LLVM [15] 6.0.
Performance Comparison The PreScaler performance was compared with an original program and two different Figure 9 . Performance comparison of In-Kernel, PFP, and PreScaler on three different systems (default input set): (a) system 1, (b) system 2, and (c) system 3. Result type and data conversion method distribution on different target systems: (d) type and (e) conversion. All the data are normalized to that of a baseline. scaling techniques: Baseline, In-Kernel scaling, and Programlevel Full Precision (PFP). In-Kernel represents the kernellevel mixed-precision scaling technique. In this method, we insert type conversion instructions inside the target kernel to scale input data. To ensure fair performance gain, we test all possible configurations, and therefore, a performance gain similar to the Precimonious [33] framework is expected. PFP represents the program-wide full precision scaling technique, where all memory objects used in the kernel have the same precisions. Therefore, we select the best performance configuration after testing all available type configurations. For type conversion, both a host-side multithreaded method and device-side method are considered, where the number of threads is set to the number of logical CPU cores. PFP is considered as a manual program-level precision scaling optimization by experienced programmers. Benchmarks and System Configuration We evaluated the performance of the PreScaler framework on various environments running the Ubuntu Linux OS, as shown in Table 3: (1) a Xeon E5 and NVIDIA Titan Xp, (2) a Xeon E5 and NVIDIA Tesla V100 (DGX Station), and (3) a Xeon Gold and NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti. All the CPUs/GPUs support double-, single-, and half-precision operations. For host-side type conversion, we use an open-source half-precision math library [32] to support half-precision data types, and also extensively utilize SIMD instructions such as SSE and AVX for faster type conversion.
We select 14 applications in the Polybench benchmark suite [31] . We used mean relative error as the error metric and set default TOQ to 90%. We use three input sets with different data value ranges: Default, Image, and Random. For the image input set, we use ILSVRC 2012 [34] datasets. Detailed information on the applications and their input sets is provided in Table 4 . Figure 9 shows the performance improvements of all the benchmarks on three different systems, which are listed in Table 3 . Each bar indicates the relative performance improvements of In-Kernel, PFP, and PreScaler, normalized to the baseline (original precision). As shown in the figure, PreScaler achieves a fair speedup of 1.33x, 1.38x, and 1.47x, and all the gains are substantially higher than those of In-Kernel and PFP. This is mainly because PreScaler can effectively minimize the data transfer overhead as well as determine the optimal mixed precision configuration.
Performance Evaluation on Various Systems
In-Kernel methods cannot improve the performance of most programs significantly. This is because (1) kernel execution does not dominate the program performance in dataintensive applications and (2) additional type conversion instructions incur large overheads in kernels. Unlike In-Kernel, memory object-level scaling such as PFP and PreScaler improve kernel performance without inserting type conversion instructions in kernels, and therefore, they can achieve a better performance in both kernels and the entire program. Figure 10 (a) shows that PFP and PreScaler not only improve data transfer but also enhance kernel execution, and their kernel performances are often better than that of In-kernel scaling.
These results also indicate that mixed-precision is important in memory object-level precision scaling as the performance of PreScaler is higher than that of PFP. Figure 9 (d) and (e) show the distribution of the resulting memory object types and the conversion methods for all the applications. As shown in the figure, PreScaler achieves a better performance by utilizing more lower precision types than PFP. This explains why fine-grained mixed-precision is an important factor in performance gain. Figure 9 (e) also shows the effectiveness of the wildcard approach by showing considerable fractions for transient conversion. Figure 10 (b) shows the total number of execution trials required to determine the optimal scaling configuration among whole search space. As discussed in Section 4.4, the number of all possible scaling configurations can be calculated using Equation 1. PreScaler performs actual execution trials of only a few configurations by adopting a decision tree based search using a system-information-based performance estimation. As a result, PreScaler tests only 0.00001% of all possible cases. Note that the "Entire" number of configurations in Figure 10 (b) is calculated by considering only four conversion methods (loop/multithread/pipeline/device) without consideration of more detailed information such as the number of threads. 
Number of Execution Trials
System Adaptivity: PCIe Bandwidth
To evaluate the adaptivity on systems, we measured the speedup of all the applications with different transfer bandwidths. To control the transfer bandwidth, we evaluated PreScaler on a system which is identical to system 1 in all aspects except the PCIe bandwidth. When the bandwidth is reduced from x16 to x8, the transfer time increases while the kernel time still maintained at a constant value. By the result, the execution time of data-intensive applications increases while the execution time of computation-intensive ones are similar. Figure 11 (a) shows the performance improvements of PreScaler and PFP on both the original system (x16) and the limited bandwidth system (x8). As shown in Figure 11 (a), PreScaler shows a speedup of 1.41x on x8, which is greater than that of 1.33x on 16x. This is because the portion of transfer time in precision scaling increases. This portion of increased transfer time indicates that the transfer gain potential also increases, and therefore, we can employ more lower precision scaling opportunities that were not chosen due to insufficient gain. Figure 11 (b) shows that a greater number of memory objects are scaled into lower precisions. As discussed in Section 3.2, the best scaling configuration varies highly depending on application specific features. The optimal configuration of these applications can also be different based on the TOQ. Therefore, we evaluate the effectiveness of the PreScaler framework when changing application related features: input set, and TOQ. Figure 12 (a) shows the speedup of PreScalar for three different input sets as shown in Table 4 , and PreScalar shows the fair speedup of 1.33x, 1.36x, and 1.45x with Default, Image, and Random input sets, respectively. The performance result with random inputs shows the highest speedup because the ratio of half precision memory objects is higher than other input sets as it does not have many TOQ errors due to the small value range (0.0 1.0) (Figure 12 (b), (c) ). Figure 12 (d) shows the speedup of PreScalar framework when changing the TOQ from 0.9 to 0.99 for a default input set, and it proves the effectiveness by retaining fair performance gain even with higher TOQ.
Related works
Approximation Framework As approximate computing is effective, several approximation frameworks have been introduced [3, 11, 16, 35] . Green [3] is a well-known approximation framework that automatically approximates target code region with specific annotations. GATE [11] is another approximation tuning framework that uses a subgraph-level approximation technique. While these frameworks are similar to PreScaler, the target approximation techniques are different from precision scaling, and thus, PreScaler framework is an orthogonal approach to them.
Precision Scaling on CPUs There are several precision scaling frameworks [20, 33, 38] to scale precisions of CPUtarget programs to achieve high performance gains. EnerJ [38] suggests a Java-based precision scaling model with special annotations provided by programmers. For the variables for precision scaling, EnerJ approximates based on energy saving and performance estimation. Precimonious [33] is another well-known precision scaling framework, which is also implemented on an LLVM compilation framework. It creates a unique structure for each target variable and determines the best configuration by evaluating two versions with different precisions. While these precision scaling frameworks look highly related to PreScaler frameworks, there is a substantial performance difference between PreScaler and other frameworks when used in to GPGPU programs: PreScaler focuses mainly on memory objects, and therefore, it can achieve a higher performance gain by reducing the data transfer cost, whereas other frameworks cannot minimize the data transfer cost as they consider only variables.
Precision Scaling on GPUs While several CPU-based precision scaling frameworks have been introduced as discussed above, few studies has been conducted with regard to the GPU target. Among the frameworks reported in these studies, GPUMixer [13] is the mostly closest related to PreScaler, however this framework cannot improve performance of data-intensive programs because it improves the kernel performance by maximizing the ratio of low-precision arithmetic operations inside the target kernels. Therefore, PreScaler can be a better precision scaling approach as it can improve both kernel and data transfer performance.
Conclusion
In this work, an automatic program-level precision scaling framework called PreScaler is proposed to efficiently accelerate OpenCL applications. It first proposes a memory object-level scaling to cover both data transfers and kernel executions. It further provides a simple but effective decisiontree-based precision configuration search mechanism to minimize the searching space. The best data transfer with type conversion method per each configuration can be easily decided without execution trials, using system information. PreScaler shows 1.33x average speedup without accuracy problems for polybench workloads, on a baseline system.
A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
Our artifact provides all the binaries, libraries, benchmarks, and scripts, for evaluating our PreScaler implementations. These require target heterogeneous systems that contain Intel CPUs and NVIDIA GPUs. We especially recommend testing on the DGX Station(System 2) [23] .
We provide our artifact in two forms: Docker images and native binaries for several different system environments. These include installation scripts for software dependencies except NVIDIA Graphic Driver and CUDA toolkit. When you use a Docker image, all the software dependencies are preinstalled.
A.2 Artifact Check-list (Meta-information)
• Algorithm: Automated precision scaling considering both kernel execution and data transfer of GPGPU programs. 
A.3.2 Hardware Dependencies
PreScaler works on heterogeneous systems. Our artifact requires a target system that includes Intel CPUs which can execute SSE3 and AVX intrinsic instructions and NVIDIA GPUs whose architectures are Pascal, Volta, or Turing. We perform experiments on three different systems, as shown in Table 3 . We recommend evaluating PreScaler performance on the DGX Station (System 2) to reproduce the results shown in this paper. Other similar systems will give comparable results.
A.3.3 Software Dependencies
Our binaries and libraries assume that they are executed using Ubuntu 16.04 on x86-64 systems. These also require the NVIDIA Graphic Driver [26] (4xx.x recommended) and CUDA [21] toolkit (9.0 or higher. 10.0 recommended). These should be installed according to NVIDIA's instructions.
Our binaries also require several packages and libraries, including an LLVM [15] framework and a half precision math library [32] , as software dependencies. These dependencies can be easily installed through our provided scripts. If you use a given Docker image for evaluation, the Nvidia-docker [28] is required, and all the software dependencies are preinstalled on the image.
A.4 Installation
After downloading and extracting the compressed repository file, PreScaler_Artifact.tar, You can use either Docker images or native binaries to evaluate.
Docker You can load the Docker image as follows: This can take up to five hours.
A.5 Experiment Workflow
PreScaler consists of two processes: (1) collecting system information through the system inspector and (2) searching optimal scaling configurations of target applications through the application profiler and decision maker. The system inspector process is performed only once per system, and the application profiler and decision maker processes are performed for each application. You can skip the system inspector process by using precollected informations when you evaluate on our evaluation systems (including the DGX station [23] ).
A.5.1 System Inspector
Navigate to home directory. Run the following commands:
$ source s e t u p _ e n v i r o n m e n t . sh $ P r e S c a l e r / b i n / s y s t e m _ i n s p e c t o r / i n s e p c t _ a l l This process can take between several hours to three days. Please note that you have to perform this process once per target system. For more accurate inspection, we recommend that you do not perform any other host/device jobs during this process.
A.5.2 Application Profiler and Decision Maker
To run benchmarks continuously, navigate to home directory and run the following commands: 
A.6 Evaluation and Expected Result
Navigate to Benchmark/log. A CSV file will be output for every benchmark. This includes kernel execution time, data transfer time, accuracy, and the number of trials for each application. You can compare these results with the corresponding results in this paper on similar systems. Depending on the CPUs, GPUs, and their connections to the evaluation systems, you can observe comparable speedups and accuracy losses.
A.7 Experiment Customization
All our scripts are customizable. You can change the input data or TOQ by modifying Benchmark/Polybench-1.0/run_all.sh. You can also observe the performance improvements on different systems by changing the system configuration. In order to apply our technique to other benchmarks, our framework requires several application information such as build scripts, execution scripts, data transfer time, kernel execution time, and accuracy for each execution trials. When system inspection is finished, you can apply PreScaler to other OpenCL applications by running PreScaler/bin/-precision_scaler/framework.
